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Ramón Andrés

It’s the destiny of prints to be left behind. They speak to those yet to arrive or 

those who come after the ancient script we are. Everything is replenished 

by the stillness we leave. Frost that does not crackle underfoot, a stream 

that flows beneath the ice, a clear sky that forgets us. Therein the goal: to be 
speech that says least; to be imminence never fully disclosed.

 The world. Venture into it, feel your way, almost unpresent, in 

search of what remains of the emptiness of things. What could be called 

walking languageless: letting the far ahead name it all for you. The unrea-

ched, the possessed yet untouched, what they call ‘you’ and yet you never get 

to know that you come from afar. Consider distance: that’s the work. Conca-

tenate silences: that’s the work.
 The hand knows.

 Not the housebroken hand, but the one that extends.

 The fist that closes in the snow like usury but before long opens with 
the single flame that unearths faces when night falls. They look around the 
flickering light as it mimics their verticality. They are home. Home is a di-

minutive place where one dreams the vastness of the night. Those faces are 

our forebears, those who lived their lives carried along by the days without 

realizing that they passed through them until their bodies dissolved. Our 

task, to unbecome.

 Consider distance: that is the work. White inside, fated, the origin 
lies in Manu Blázquez’s insistence in nothingness.
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Grand pas de deux

“Grand pas de deux” presents three series of drawings where all the univer-

sal formats for canvas are graphically analyzed. Each series corresponds to 

one of the three standardized families for said support (Figure, Landscape, 

Marine) and is composed by ninety pieces, giving place to a total work of 

two hundred and seventy designs. 

 This essay belongs to a wider project titled as “The Great Book of 

Painting” (El gran libro de la pintura). An investigation that takes as refe-

rence the old treatise on painting by Gérard de Lairesse and that aims to 

deepen into one aspect that lays on the base of any image, that is, the surfa-

ce on which it rests. 

 There exists a point in common between the enormous theoretical 

work of Gérard de Lairesse, also known as the “Dutch Poussin”, and this 

essay from the twenty first century that looks back at the nineteenth, period 
in which the universal measures for frames emerged in order to define the 
work surfaces: the use of drawing to approach painting. 
 Each page of this book contains a drawing where a relation is 

created between two different pictorial formats suggested from two sets 
of parallel lines that overlap giving place to a darker confluence zone, the 
correspondent to a smaller format.

 Lastly, the entry of all of these standardized formats for painting 

into the compressed space of this book is due to the reduction of scale in its 

real measurements, considering centimetres as milimetres. 

 The “reader” remains with the endeavour of transcending said me-

asurements and allowing himself to be carried away alongside this journey. 
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Grand pas de deux (general view). Artist book installation. Variable dimensions. CCCC, Valencia 2021
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Grand pas de deux (general view). Paintings installation. Variable dimensions. CCCC, Valencia 2021
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Ritmo, etc. (general view). Drawings installation. Variable dimensions. Luis Adelantado gallery, Valencia 2021
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Ritmo, etc. (general view). Paintings installation. Variable dimensions. Luis Adelantado gallery, Valencia 2021
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Ritmo, etc. Natural light on Pankaster cardboard. Variable dimensions. Luis Adelantado gallery, Valencia 2021



D759 in B minor

“D759 in B minor” is a graphic interpretation of the Unfinished Symphony 
by Franz Schubert where the basic shape of the grid is interrupted from 
some numerical sequences, determined according to the musical notes 

used in the Schubert’s work.
 The project consists of 14 different numerical successions, corres-

ponding to the 14 groups of musical instruments. Each succession is obtai-

ned by adding the elements (notes) that appear progressively in the develo-

pment of the symphony. Subsequently the successions will be adapted to a 
regular and enumerated grid for the realization of visual work.

 This Project has been possible thanks to the support of Kulturkon-

takt Austria and The Embassy of Spain in Vienna.
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The achievement society (installation view). Variable dimensions. IVAM, 2019.20
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The achievement society (D759 cut-out drawings). Variable dimensions. IVAM, 2019.20



D759 in B minor (installation view). Variable dimensions. MuVIM, Valencia, 2018
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D759 in B minor (artist book). Digital print. Variable dimensions. MuVIM, Valencia, 2018
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Abundante Amigable Compuesto

“Abundante Amigable Compuesto” is a graphic story, without words, where 

the line will try to occupy the entire surface of the sheet through the study of 

all the divisors corresponding to the standard DIN A paper formats.

 This project is developed along 96 drawings, presented by pairs as a 

“double page” in each of the 48 paintings that make up the series.

 Kindly supported by Bilbaoarte Foundation during the months of 

July to December 2017.
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Abundante Amigable Compuesto (installation view). Variable dimensions. Bilbaoarte Foundation, 2018
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AAC (drawing detail).  Pencil on paper. 29,7 x 42 cm (each). Studio, 2017.18
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10 pinturas grises y una constelación de fondo. Graphite on canvas and tempered glass. Mislata (Valencia), 2020
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10 pinturas grises y una constelación de fondo. Graphite powder on wall. Mislata (Valencia), 2020
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10 pinturas grises y una constelación de fondo (detail). Graphite powder on wall. Mislata (Valencia), 2020
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Pictures at an exhibition. XIII Mostra Art Públic , University of Valencia, 2020
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Grand pas de deux. Artist book. Design by This Side Up. Supported by the Provincial Council of Valencia, 2021
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D759 in B minor (Part I). Artist book. Supported by Kulturkontakt Austria and The Spanish Embassy, 2018
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D759 in B minor (Part II). Artist book. Supported by DKV and Makma, 2018
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Abundante Amigable Compuesto. Artist book. Supported by Bilbaoarte Foundation, 2018
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